Your Prayers Your prayers were Light And your worship peaceful, Your sleep an enemy of prayer. Your life was a test, but you let It go by without a thought.

Its ever-passing, slowly vanishes Before you know it. His poetry celebrates love and the common wisdom of Sufi saints and minstrels. -30-. My Fleeting Life

My fleeting life has come and gone A wind that blows and passes by. Prayer Mats. Islamic pray mat has its importance that is required during Namaz (Salat).

For people, it is one of the most important accessories to have in their home. The Islam Shop an acclaimed Islamic online store is well aware of the increasing demand of such mats. Our Islamic mats are unique and attractive; while they are hand-woven to provide you comfort too. Choose the Best Quality Islamic Pray Mat. We have a variety of mats that you can choose according to your choice. Explore Our Range Of High Quality But Inexpensive Prayer Mats, For Adults And Children. Prayer Mats Are An Essential Part Of A Muslim Household. Almanaar’s Range Of Prayer Mats Are Unique And Provide Comfort. We
Have A Variety Of Prayer Mats That You Can Choose From. Threadbare definition is - having the nap worn off so that the thread shows: shabby. How to use threadbare in a sentence. Examples of threadbare in a sentence. bought a threadbare couch at a garage sale a novel filled with nothing but threadbare clichés. Recent Examples on the Web The nation's health care system is so threadbare that Haitians regularly die of easily treatable ailments like diarrhea, and public hospitals often have to charge patients for basics like syringes and gloves. — David Kortava, The New Yorker, “The Photojournalists Covering Pandemic Life in Italy,” 20 Apr. 2020 Coronavirus response is currently a threadbare patchwork of local, state, and national activity, but that may change as the pandemic continues to wreak havoc.